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I H USERLA FENO M ENO LO Ģ IJAS STUDIJAS
Uldis Vēgners Hilētiskās dotības iespējamība Huserla fenomenoloģijā 39
N ellija M otrošilova Huserla "Loģiskie pētījumi" un mūsdienīgums 55 The present study analyses auditory phenomena from the point of view of hermeneutical phenomenology; it shows linkage with the understanding of man, hearing and listening in the context of human life as the horizon of meaningful sonority and silence. The central questions of the study are: W hat is experienced by sound and sonority? How do humans see them selves included in being which is the source from where they listen, under stand and speak? The content of the study is built around these questions and explores classical standpoints of Husserls phenomenology and other philosophical consequences, arguing that auditory phenomena do not form an isolated horizon, but are covered by visible, perceptible and comprehen sible horizons.
R inalds Zem bahs
Philosophical interpretations of auditory phenomena1 give descrip tions of the phenomena from the point of philosophical cogitation, ex ploring standpoints and terminology2 that differ from descriptions and methods used in other sciences and theories. Philosophical interest about auditory phenomena as thinkable objects open up differences and simi larities between sound, music, voice and speech that do not concern other makes relatively limited horizon of common spatiotemporal situation expe rienced by those who share this situation and are included in it. In this case silence is an active human performance determined by rational, intuitive and emotional intentions, as well as by accumulated experience.
Auditory phenomena are not only heard, but also grasped visibly, kinesthetically. Speech includes language muteness; sound is intentionally con nected with silence. Auditory phenomena mark the horizons of audibility, where the unheard comes into being. Horizon of audibility widens and narrows, depending on what we are listening to. Auditory phenomena are not in an isolated horizon, they are covered by the visible and the visually grasped -the world that is constituted includes both the sounds of music, nature, voice, as well as visually grasped things and the activities going on, and other people.
Description of auditory phenomena shows human life as a flexible and variable horizon where hearing and seeing, sonority and silence can be ad equately constituted in subjectivity and intersubjectivity, as well as human life can be understood as event in the world, elucidated in the continuum of spatial temporality. Human life as flexible and variable horizon persistently moves, displaying unity of various and inseparable directions of human life.
